2015 Accomplishments

OC Animal Care
Promoting Life Promoting Adoption

2015 Adoption/Foster/Returned Release Rates

- Dog = 93%
- Cat = 45%
- Rabbit = 79%

44 Pets Saved Through the Medical Pets Program

1,700 FERAL CATS SPAYED/NEUTERED
9,869 ADOPTIONS!

New Programs & Facility Repairs/Upgrades

- Developed a partnership with OC Shelter Partners to divert pets from entering the shelter by facilitating resources for pet owners
- 96 front and rear kennel doors repaired/replaced
- 104 dog kennel transfer doors repaired
- Cat isolation/treatment room repaired and upgraded with new HVAC system
- Portholes installed into cat kennels to allow more living space for shelter cats
- New boiler installed to heat dog kennels
- New Rabbitat area completed
- Dog bathing area upgraded
- Implemented new dog kennel cleaning protocol